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Transferring Financial Risk
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A financial instrument is a check, bond, a share of
stock, or other document with monetary value
◦ Can also be a binding agreement between parties for
payment of money





Financial risk refers to the uncertainty arising from
the effect of market forces on a financial asset or
liability.
Three key categories of financial risk are
◦ Market risk
◦ Credit Risk
◦ Price Risk
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Market Risk – Uncertainty about an investment’s
future value because of potential changes in the
market for that type of investment
◦ Interest Rate Risk –
 security’s future value will decline due to changes in
interest rate
◦ Exchange Rate Risk –
 Uncertainty due to potential changes in exchange rate
between currencies
◦ Liquidity Risk –
 Risk that an asset cannot be sold on short notice without
incurring a loss
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Credit Risk – Risk that customers or creditors
will fail to make promised payments as they
come due
◦ Mortgage crisis



Price Risk – Potential for a change in revenue
or cost because of an increase or decrease in
the price of a product or an input
◦ Oil prices
◦ Airline price wars
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Definition
◦ Financial contract that derives its value from
another asset, such as a commodity, or that can
derive its value from the yields on another asset
(S&P 500)
 Forward and Futures Contracts are two of four major
categories of derivatives used in financial risk
management
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Forward Contracts (Futures)
◦ A contract that obligates one party to buy and
another party to sell a specific financial instrument
or physical commodity at a specified future date
and price
◦ Simplest from of derivative



Futures Contract is a forward contract that is
exchange traded, openly available, and
transferable.
◦ Used to reduce the risk of price fluctuations
 Examples include Southwest Airlines purchase of Jet
Fuel
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Option
◦ An agreement that gives its holder the right, but
not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset at a
specific price over a period of time
 Call option – buy at a set amount
 Put option- sell at a set amount
 Example of stock options
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Swap
◦ An agreement between two organizations to
exchange payments based on changes in the value
of an asset, yield, or index over a specific period
 Structured so no money is paid up front
 Cash flows exchanged back and forth during contract
period
 Commonly used to manage interest rate and currency
rate of exchange risk
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Securitization
◦ The process of creating a marketable investment security based
upon the expected cash flows from a financial transaction
 Exchanges incoming producing assets for cash
 Benefit to investors by “gambling” on a defined insurable risk
event(s), not overall risk of an organization
 Rating agencies are more involved now

◦ Can be used to exchange income-producing assets for cash
provided by the purchaser of the security, assuming that a
market exits


Special Purpose Vehicle
◦ A facility established for the purpose of purchasing income
producing assets from an organization holding title to them and
than using those assets to collateralize securities that will be sold
to investors.
 Enables a bank to convert mortgage receivables asset into cash
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Transferring Hazard Risk to
Capital Markets
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Capital market products are traded financial
instruments (such as stocks and bonds) that
mature in more than one year
◦ Used to finance risk as an alternative to insurance
 Typically once used only to provide capital to insurers
to underwrite their customers’ risk



Typically includes
◦ Insurance linked securities
◦ Insurance derivatives
◦ Contingent capital arrangements
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Insurance-linked security is a financial
instrument whose value it driven by insurance
and/or reinsurance loss events
◦ Marketable instrument based on the cash flows that
arise from the transfer of insurable risk
 Cash flows similar to premium and loss payments
under an insurance policy

◦ Mainly in the form of catastrophe bonds
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Catastrophe Bonds
◦ A type of insurance linked security that is
specifically designed to transfer insurable
catastrophic risk to investors.
 Used by large reinsurers or corporations and mimic
traditional catastrophic insurance



Intended for rare/infrequent events
◦ This is more like Las Vegas betting whether a rare
catastrophic event will occur, such as a 100 year
flood, Cat. 4 hurricane, etc..
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Advantages
◦ Create additional Risk Transfer Capacity
◦ Lower credit risk – obligations fully collateralized



Disadvantages
◦
◦
◦
◦

Exposure to volatility of Market’s Demand
Opportunity Cost of Collateralized Assets
Transaction costs
Basis Risk – amount organization receives to offset
losses may be greater/less than actual losses
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Insurance Derivative is a financial contract
whose value is based on the level of insurable
losses that occur during a specific period of
time.
◦ Increases in value as specified insurable losses
increase
◦ Financial contracts based on insurance derivative
concept include
 Swaps
 Insurance options
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Advantages
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Additional risk capacity
Lower in cost than insurance-linked securities
Transparent pricing
Opportunities for investors to exit during it term
Standardized contracts
Efficient claims and contract settlement

Disadvantages
◦
◦
◦
◦

Underdeveloped markets
Basis risk
Credit risk
Uncertain regulatory and accounting treatment
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An agreement entered before losses occur, that
enables an organization to raise cash by selling
stock or issuing debt at prearranged terms after a
loss occurs that exceeds a certain threshold
◦ Standby Credit Facility
 Arrangement in which bank or other financial institution
agrees to provide a loan in the event of a loss
◦ Contingent Surplus Note
 Notes that can be sold, if needed, to obtain cash at preagreed rate of interest
◦ Catastrophe equity put option
 Ability to sell stock at pre-determined price
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Advantages
◦ Lower initial cost of making funds available to an
organization per year
◦ Capital infusion at pre-determined price



Disadvantages
◦ Loss sensitivity
◦ Ownership dilution
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Organizations
Transferring
Risk
◦ Cost
◦ Financial
security (credit
risk)
◦ Basis risk
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Main issue is whether insurance-linked
securities and derivatives should be regulated
like insurance
◦ If treated like insurance
 State insurance regulations and premium taxes
 Accounting for liabilities

◦ If treated not insurance
 Complying with SEC regulations
 May not be tax deductable
 Must record losses on balance sheet
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